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This report concludes the task of the Counseling Cluster in addressing the QEP’s assigned to them by  

 Dr. Quincy Moore, Vice President of Student Services, 

 

ITEM 1. Mandate academic advising for student testing into 3 prep/esol classes. 

ITEM 2. Implement case management approach for all student mandated for advising. 

 

Discussion: In reviewing the challenges involved in addressing  QEP’s 1 & 2, with the existing staff on 

each of the four campus location’s it was determined that the overall caseload involved 

would be too large to handle responsibly with retention and success as our goals. The  

increase with each consecutive semester as a result of non completer’s, first time in college 

students etc. would multiply to the point of unmanageable numbers per advisor.  Each 

campus presently addresses this challenge by providing advising at the point of entry via 

Orientation.  Mandatory orientations addresses an overall introduction to the college, a 

break out of small groups identified by educational interest and placement into 3, 2, or 1 

prep class.  An education plan in initiated at this time and the suggestion of a follow up 

meeting with an advisor is strongly encouraged.  The student has the opportunity to 

establish a one on one relationship with a particular advisor over the course of his 

attendance at PBCC and also has the option to change advisors should he or she not be 

comfortable with any particular advisor.  The case management concept is maintained via 

the use of comments in Panthernet or the Advising WEB system.  Thus the student/advisor 

has continuity of information and individual educational planning. 

 

Data source consulted:  Information to support this position was provided by Institutional Research and 

based on data provided pertaining to 3,2,1 prep class enrollment by semester, considering 

completer’s, repeater’s, student who do not register for all classes consecutively etc. 

 

Action: Continue with present approach in working with this population and continue to monitor 

the effectiveness.  Consider QEP # 8 with funding to reduce the responsibilities outside of 

advising presently assigned to advisors.  Thus we would have a true “advising” staff to 

effectively work closely with students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ITEM 3. Develop manual or checklist for specific advising scenarios, prep, EAP, etc…. 

 

Discussion: The cluster requested the support of Dr. Kathy McCoy who has developed an advising 

manual addressing these challenges point by point 

 

Action: The manual will be in a HTML/PDF format that will allow the advisor to search and 

expand a specific area of information for viewing.  This project will be completed for 

implementation by March 1, 2008. 

 

 

 

ITEM 4. Develop consistent policies and procedures for advising……………… 

 

Action: This QEP has been addressed by inclusion in the Advisor manual noted in QEP #3. 

 

 

ITEM 5: Develop written policies and procedures for WEB advising. 

 

Action: This QEP is also addressed in the Advisor manual identified in QEP #3 

 

 

ITEM #6: Implement workshops for student transferring into University. 

 

Action: A transfer workshop was developed by the Lake Worth advising team and adopted by each 

of the other campus locations.  Effective march 1, 2008 each campus location will have a 

schedule of “Transfer Workshop” offerings. 

 

ITEM #7: Design and Implement orientation session for each major group of students in 

addition to FTIC. 

 

Discussion: A review of this challenge was completed by representatives of testing, VPI, and advising.  

They concluded that only those programs in excess or 160 hours could be encourage or 

required to attend an orientation.  This is due to the length of program as it is not feasible 

to schedule orientation dates that will capture students enrolled in an 8 hour class. 

 

 

Action: A power point presentation has been developed to address information generic in nature to 

students registering for “non-academic” programs at PBCC.  The presentations will be 

scheduled only on the Lake Worth campus where the majority of programs are offered. 

 This will be available to students and program managers as of march 1, 2008. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ITEM #8: Create an Orientation department 

 

Discussion: In discussion the cluster reviewed the needs of the students and resources available to 

satisfy those needs.  We concur that by establishing an “District Orientation Dept.” many 

of the duties presently assigned to advisors could be re-assigned thus advisors could focus 

full attention on case loads, educational planning, continuity in following student progress 

with emphasis on retention and success.  The cluster identified the following 

responsibilities assigned to this Orientation Dept.: 

 

a.  Planning and facilitating a” Student/Parent” orientation day prior to each 

semester. 

b. Assisting student in the initial phase of the registration process, selection of 

classes, education planning and establishing an appointment with the student 

and an advisor for case management. 

c. Updating students by making visits to strategies classes. 

d. Planning the annual counselor luncheons. 

e. Maintaining and updating the advising WEB site. 

 

Action: None:  This QEP would require funding for several new positions, office space, etc. 

  

   

 

OTHER. The cluster members feel that they have completed the assignment given to them.   

We have worked toward developing and instituting those QEP’s that could be 

accomplished given the present advising staff and their responsibilities.  As indicated 

we will have those operating by March 1, 2008.   

The cluster members believe that the advising staff’s in place at each of the four 

campus locations are as effective as they can be given the present expectations in 

“good” student services.  We also agree that with a better advisor/student ration we 

can provide “exceptional” student services and can have a significant positive impact 

on case management, student retention and success. 
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